ACCESSORIES

for the best ice
experience

THE
ICEBYK®

TOMMY THE
REINDEER®

THE BASE

BOBBY
THE SEAL®

ESSENTIALS
FOR ON AND
AROUND
THE ICE
Passionate ice experts: that’s what Ice-World
stands for. We’ve been a worldwide leader
in custom mobile rinks since 1992. Each
year 600 temporary and permanent ice
surfaces bring frozen fun and enjoyment to
millions of people.
Ice-World has a reputable collection of
accessories that will enhance skating
experiences on your rink, or which are
simply necessary for your ice rink’s
maintenance. Visitors will stay longer, come
more often and your rink will generate extra
income.
Discover our accessories that guarantee
a pleasant and safe skating experience:
different ice rink layouts, quality rental
skates, helmets, skate racks, skating aids,
IceByks®, curling sets and ice maintenance
equipment.
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FUN AND SAFETY
ON THE ICE

Safety first applies to all our in-house developed accessories, as well as to equipment produced
by our suppliers. Guaranteed quality is our standard.

Meet our engaging new skating aid,
Tommy the Reindeer®, especially
designed for children aged between
6 and 9 years old. By holding Tommy’s
antlers, children can enjoy stable
support, which makes ice skating
loads more fun. Tommy the Reindeer®
is stackable, which means they don’t
take up too much space in storage.
Tommy the Reindeer® also has its
own Pick-Up system.

H: 1955 mm

TOMMY THE REINDEER®

W: 560 mm / L: 450 mm

BOBBY THE SEAL®

Our Bobby the Seal® ice skating aid will entertain every customer, young and old alike.
Not only can Bobby be pushed and used for support, but he can also be used as a chair.
Bobby the Seal® is easy to stack and has its own Pick-Up system; it’s a safe
and handy storage tool that puts an end to the need for collecting skating
aids after a skating session.

H: 1900 mm

Pick-Up system Bobby

W: 420 mm / L: 1040 mm
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FUN AND SAFETY ON THE ICE

H: 1955 mm

Pick-Up system Tommy
3 Tommies
6 Tommies
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W: 740 mm / L: 575 mm

HELMETS
Because safety is essential, helmets are useful for preventing
injuries, which is why we include solid helmets in our range.
Since our helmets are available in all sizes, we are able to
safeguard the heads of both children and adults (sizes small,
medium and large).

PROTECTION SETS
Our sets are suitable for both children and
adults and provide fantastic protection
against bumps, bruises and scrapes.
Knees

Elbows

Wrists

WHY SHOULD YOU OPT FOR OUR SKATING AIDS?
�
�
�
�
�

To generate additional income
It leads to more fun on the ice
Very useful tools for teaching and training sessions
Durable and easy to maintain
Easy to stack
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CUSTOMISE

THE LAYOUT OF YOUR RINK
THE BASE
With ‘The Base’ you can endlessly change the layout
and experience that your rink offers. These building
blocks enable you to create a different layout in no
time. Use them to create practical, flexible divisions
between your different activities on the ice, or have
some of them serve as a bench for people to rest on.

Create a straight line
or a corner
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CENTRE PIECE ON THE ICE
Help create a warm Christmas atmosphere on your
rink by installing a Christmas tree on top of the Base.
The aluminium framework at the bottom of the Base
can be frozen into the ice, keeping the Base from
moving when in use.

PHOTO STAND-INS
The Base can also be used as a decorative photo
stand-in. The images used for the stand-in can be
easily customised to match every customers’ needs.

KIDS’ CORNER
By placing several Bases and charming castlesboards on the ice you create a safe and comfortable
kids place. The boards can also serve as additional
space for advertising.
The kids’ corner consists of the following parts:
� 14 Bases
� 6 castles
� 2 Inuit
� 2 sockets (trees not included)
� 2 benches of 2.5 m each
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PLAYTIME

Fun on the ice isn’t just for skaters. See what our accessories can add to your ice rink event.

ICEBYK®
Ice-World’s latest invention is the IceByk®. This bike
allows for spectacular cycling activities on the ice:
for all ages, and for skaters and non-skaters alike.
Ice-World has come up with different types of games
for the IceByk® making it ideal for schools, businesses
and groups looking for a brand-new activity on the ice.
The seat is adjustable making the IceByk® an attraction
for ages 7 and up. What’s even more thrilling: you can
pimp your speed up to 30 km/h with our E-IceByk®
without having to cycle.

Dimensions IceByk®:
L: 1330 mm / W: 710 mm / H: 800 mm

CURLING AND ICE STOCK SPORT
Games on the ice always bring extra fun to the ice
rink. Curling, ice stock sport and even kettle curling
are becoming increasingly popular, especially among
groups and for business outings. Ice stock sport is
somewhat similar to curling. Competitors slide ice
stocks over an ice surface, aiming for a target.
Curling

The great advantage: you don’t need to be able to
skate! Everyone can join in and even enjoy a drink
on the side. Ice-World provides complete sets and
can advise you on how to monetise this activity.
Our curling set includes:
� 4 blue and 4 orange curling stones
� 1 curling target
� all practically arranged on a movable cart
Our ice stock sport set includes:
� 4 red and 4 blue ice stocks
� 1 target (the so-called Daube)
� 8 shoe spikes

Ice Stock
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ALL ABOUT

SKATES

FOR THE LITTLE ONES
Comfortable skating for the
kids: Ice-World offers quality
bob skates with dual adjustable blades, fit for all
children’s sizes. They’re easy to put on and safe too!

SKATE SHARPENER
Ice-World delivers sharpened ice skates. For ice
events that last longer than two months it may be
necessary to grind them again. This easy-to-use
Skate Pal helps you to finish the job in no time.

HIGH-QUALITY ROXA SKATES
Ice-World sells and rents out exclusive European
high-quality orange hockey skates, available in all
sizes. The buckles make them easy to put on. Custom
colours are also available on request.

ALL YOUR SKATES IN ONE PLACE

W: 560 mm / L: 800 mm

H: 1900 mm

5 folded Racks
H: 2240 mm

Store your skates practically and orderly by
using the easy to install, movable skate rack.
Each rack holds at least 50 pairs of skates
(depending on the sizes). An extra set of five
shelves can be placed between two skate racks
allowing for an additional 50 pairs.

W: 1350 mm / L: 800 mm
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SKATES
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Rack folded
H: 1900 mm

Rack in use

W: 560 mm / L: 800 mm

APPEARANCE
OF YOUR RINK
HEADER COVER
Our header covers protect your ice rink’s cooling pipes and are decorative
at the same time. These robust overlays are available in orange and grey.

Ice rink with orange header covers

Without header covers

RUSTIC BOARDING
This rustic wooden boarding is available in different
dimensions depending on the size and shape of your
ice rink. This classic boarding has a standard length of
2.5 and 5 metres, is 1 metre high. This boarding can
also be used to protect objects like trees on the ice
rink. Ice-World also developed wooden boarding that
includes a gate.

TRANSPARENT BOARDING
This solid plastic transparent clean-looking boarding
with orange railing is deliverable in different dimensions
depending on the size and shape of your ice rink. They
come in standard lengths of one and two meters; however,
other sizes are also available. The boarding is one metre
high. Ice-World has also developed several gate barriers
ranging from one to two and three metres respectively.
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SMOOTH ICE RINK
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KEEP YOUR ICE RINK

SMOOTH
HOT ICE

MO

OLYMPIA

SWEEPER

ICE EDGER

• For maintenance of small ice rinks:
A special snow shovel to remove ice scrapings.
The Hot Ice that evens out the top layer by melting a
thin layer of ice. The Mo Sweeper is a motorised
brush machine that easily removes snow.

PINGUINO

• For the maintenance of ice rinks between
approximately 500 m2 and 800 m2:
We recommend a special ice resurfacing machine,
for instance the Pinguino.
• For ice rinks between 800 m2 and 1200 m2:
We recommend our special ice resurfacing machine,
the WM Compact.

WM
COMPACT

• For ice rinks up to 1800 m2:
A good option is the WM Mammoth with a water
capacity of 1000 litres and a snow tank capacity of
3 m³ can handle all regular ice rinks up to this size.
• For (semi) permanent ice rinks:
We recommend - in addition to an ice resurfacing
machine - an ice edging machine (to cut the ice near
the boarding), for instance the Olympia Ice Edger.

WM
MAMMOTH
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BREAK
THE ICE
Ice-World is the worldwide leader when
it comes to mobile ice rinks. Since 1992,
every year and all over the globe, millions of
people have enjoyed themselves on one of
our 600 temporary ice rinks. We deliver the
ultimate ice experience with our patented
system, extensive support and innovative
accessories.
Our solutions are multi-functional and
energy efficient. With a head office,
warehouse and production plant in the
Netherlands, sales offices in Europe and
China, and an international network of
dealers and partners, Ice-World is your
trusted one-stop business partner.
Are you interested in the creative and
commercial opportunities available for your
own ice rink event? The sales team of
Ice-World International would be happy
to share their passion for ice and their
experience with temporary ice rink events.
Call or email us for a conversation to
break the ice.
T: +31 (0)35 548 05 00
E: sales@ice-world.com
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JOIN THE
ICE EXPERIENCE

Weteringpad 7 | 3762 EN SOEST | The Netherlands
T: +31 (0)35 548 05 00 | E: sales@ice-world.com
WWW.ICE-WORLD.COM

